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ABSTRACT
The Interrelationship Between the Bio- and Sequence
Stratigraphy of the Middle Cambrian Spence Shale
of Northern Utah and Southern Idaho
by
Eva Lyon, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2011
Major Professor: W. David Liddell
Department: Geology
The Middle Cambrian Spence Shale Member of the Langston Formation of
northern Utah and southern Idaho is a fossil-rich unit that exhibits distinct cyclicity at the
parasequence (meter) scale. At least seven discrete, shallowing-upwards parasequences,
or cycles, can be found at the Miners Hollow and Antimony Canyon localities, each
composed of calcareous shale capped by limestone. Within each cycle and within the
member as a whole, predictable patterns of faunal distribution are evident. Sampling and
identification of fossils from two localities have revealed that observed changes in fauna
track changes in sea level throughout the section. Through cluster and principal
components analyses it has been determined that those rocks of the Spence Shale
representing a transgressive systems tract are home to a particular community of
organisms, while those rocks of the highstand systems tract are home to another. It
logically follows that the rocks of the transgressive tract represent a distinct biofacies,
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while those of the highstand tract represent another. The transgressive biofacies is
composed of species such as agnostid and oryctocephalid trilobites and inarticulate
brachiopods that are commonly found in deeper ramp settings. The highstand biofacies is
distinguished by such taxa as Zacanthoides and other larger trilobite genera such as
Glossopleura and Kootenia, and the eocrinoid Gogia, among others. The difference in
ramp position between the Miners Hollow and Antimony Canyon localities implies a
water depth gradient, with Antimony Canyon representing shallower water and Miners
Hollow representing deeper water. This relationship is also reflected in the biofacies and
community assignments. The stratigraphic trends explored in this study may be applied to
other Spence Shale localities and possibly other Cambrian fossil deposits, such as the
Burgess Shale of British Columbia.

(151 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
The Interrelationship Between the Bio- and Sequence Stratigraphy of the Middle
Cambrian Spence Shale of Northern Utah and Southern Idaho
Eva Lyon
2011
This project was undertaken with the objective of discerning the relationship
between sea level change and changes in the fauna of the Spence Shale. A combination of
field and lab work was employed to undertake this research. The Spence Shale is rich in
fossils from the earliest period of visible life on this planet. It provides a unique window
onto the evolution of life and changes in the Earth at this time. It is important to study
this relationship between sea level and life changes as these conditions are constantly
changing, particularly in this day and age. A better understanding of these conditions may
help us prepare for future changes to this planet.
The research was relatively inexpensive to perform, as all materials required for
analyses were readily available in the Geology Department at Utah State University or
through the help of colleagues. The only area of cost was a consequence of travelling to
the field area in the Wellsville Mountains, but this was negligible. Given the knowledge
gained in through this project, it was well worth any costs incurred.
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INTRODUCTION
The Spence Shale is a fossil-rich member of the Langston Formation of northern
Utah and southern Idaho. Its status as a Burgess Shale-type (BST) fauna (Conway
Morris, 1989) speaks to its wider significance in the fields of paleontology and evolution.
Such deposits provide invaluable insights into metazoan evolution. This study of its
biostratigraphy in the context of a sequence stratigraphic framework (Liddell et al., 1997;
Wright, 1999) is done with the intention of testing the general hypothesis that observed
changes in fauna may be used as a proxy for Cambrian sea level. Though the Spence
Shale demonstrates distinct sedimentary cyclicity, the relationship between sequence and
biostratigraphy could conceivably be applied to other deposits that exhibit more
homogeneous lithologies.
In this study, principal components and cluster analyses were applied to genus
and stratigraphic location data from two localities of the Spence Shale. These data
include new collections by the researcher, previous collections by amateur collectors and
from the unpublished graduate research of Douglas Campbell (1974), and the
aforementioned sequence stratigraphic observations (Liddell et al., 1997; Wright, 1999).
Trends to be tested include changes in fauna throughout the cycle as a whole as well as
within individual cycles and between localities representing different ramp positions.
Geology of the Spence Shale
Stratigraphy.—The Spence Shale is one of three members of the Langston
Formation, which is early Middle Cambrian in age (Fig. 1). The other two units are the
Naomi Peak Limestone, which is stratigraphically below the Spence Shale, and the High
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Creek Limestone, which is stratigraphically above it (e.g., Williams and Maxey, 1941;
Oriel and Armstrong, 1971; Liddell et al., 1997). The Langston Formation was deposited
on a ramp, with the Spence Shale representing a distal ramp setting (Fig. 2). The other
two units represent more proximal ramp positions, evident in the presence of cryptalgal
laminates and prominent dolomite in the High Creek Limestone (Liddell et al., 1997) as
well as clastic sands in the underlying Naomi Peak Limestone (Liddell, personal
communication). The Spence Shale exhibits a generally finer-grained lithology,
indicating a deeper ramp position than either the Naomi Peak or High Creek Limestones
(though the oolitic limestones at the Antimony Canyon locality are not indicative of
greater depth).
Spence Shale stratigraphy can be further understood on the basis of Cambrian
trilobite biofacies, specifically, the Albertella and Glossopluera zones of Middle
Cambrian age (e.g., Lochman-Balk, 1971; Oriel and Armstrong, 1971; Palmer and
Campbell, 1976). The Albertella zone includes both the basal limestone (Naomi Peak) of
the Langston Formation and the lower part of the Spence Shale. It records an eastward
shift of lithofacies representing inner shelf clastic, shallow carbonate platform, and outer
shelf fine clastics and carbonate environments (Geertsen Canyon Quartzite, Naomi Peak
Limestone and Spence Shale, respectively) (Fig. 3). The upper part of the Spence Shale
and the overlying High Creek Limestone are included in the Glossopleura Zone (Palmer
and Campbell, 1976).
Lithology.—The Spence Shale is a mixture of dark gray, calcareous and thinlybedded shale and varying types of limestone. Shale is more prevalent at the more
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FIGURE 1—Stratigraphic relationships of the Langston Formation of northern Utah at
the High Creek locality and the equivalent units in southern Idaho. Second column from
the left shows biochrons, which provide age constraint. (Modified from Liddell et al.,
1997).
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FIGURE 2—Langston Formation localities represent outer carbonate belt and outer
detrital belt environments (Modified from Liddell et al., 1997).
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northerly localities, while a mixture of shale and limestone dominates to the south. The
type locality for the Spence Shale is at Spence Gulch, Idaho (Fig. 4). It is between 50 and
65 meters thick in the Wellsville Mountains, with a trend of thickening to the north
(Liddell et al., 1997). In fact, the whole formation thickens to the north as the Spence
Shale appears; it is not present in the Langston Formation type locality at Blacksmith
Fork Canyon, UT (Williams and Maxey, 1941) or at more southern localities (Liddell et
al., 1997).Additionally, more southerly units, like Antimony Canyon represent shallower,
up-ramp paleogeographies. Traveling north, localities represent deeper and deeper ramp
positions, as at Miners Hollow and Oneida Narrows, both of which are down-ramp from
Antimony Canyon.
Overview of Sequence Stratigraphy
The most basic definition of sequence stratigraphy is the study of geneticallyrelated strata, or sequences, that represent cycles of sea level change through time. There
are currently a number of different definitions of sequence stratigraphy and a number of
different ways to define a sequence (e.g., Posamentier et al., 1988; Galloway, 1989; Van
Wagoner, 1995; Emery and Myers, 1996; Embry, 2001). At its core, sequence
stratigraphy is exemplified by shoreline shifts and the resultant formation of systems
tracts and bounding surfaces (Catuneanu, 2006). Bounding surfaces are typically
unconformities or their correlative conformities in the center of a sedimentary basin.
The amount of space available for sediment to accumulate in these basins is called
accommodation space. Accommodation space is primarily controlled by tectonics,
sediment loading, and eustasy, including the rate and magnitude of sea level change. The
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interplay among eustasy, tectonics, climate and topography controls the supply of
sediment (Emery and Myers, 1996).
Sequences are stratigraphic units of genetically-related strata that are bounded by
significant subaerial erosion surfaces, or their subaqueous equivalents. They represent
one cycle of rise and fall of relative sea level (e.g., Emery and Myers, 1996; Catuneanu,
2006). Different boundaries between sequences dictate the need for a distinction between
sequence types, the more common of which are type 1 sequence boundaries. These are
boundaries that form when the rate of eustatic fall is greater than basin subsidence at the
offlap break, which produces a drop in relative sea level (Van Wagoner et al., 1988). A
type 2 sequence boundary is represented by a downward shift in coastal onlap and occurs
when relative sea level falls in the proximal area of highstand topsets while remaining
static at the offlap break (Emery and Myers, 1996).
The duration of a sequence is controlled in part by the creation or destruction of
accommodation space. Sequences are classified by order of duration corresponding to
tectonic or climatic cycles that control eustasy on different time scales (first, second, third
order cycles, etc.). First order cycles are the longest (200-400 million years) and
correspond to cycles of supercontinent formation and breakup, with subsequent orders
representing shorter time periods. Third-order cycles (1-10 my) are thought to be
controlled by regional plate kinematics and changes in continental ice sheet volume (Vail
et al., 1977).
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FIGURE 3—Paleogeographic map for northern Utah and southern Idaho showing
eastward shift and transgression of facies during the latest Early Cambrian (left),
Albertella Zone (center), Glossopleura Zone (right) (Modified from Oriel and Armstrong,
1971; Palmer and Campbell, 1976). Stars mark approximate location of Wellsville
Mountains.
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FIGURE 4—Spence Shale localities marked with triangles. Samples for this study taken
from Antimony Canyon (Campbell, 1974) and Miners Hollow (2009 field season)
(Modified from Liddell et al., 1997).
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Distinct depositional packages called systems tracts naturally occur in a basin
within the third-order framework. Within a single relative sea-level cycle, there are
usually three major tracts that correspond to different stages in the sea-level cycle (Emery
and Myers, 1996). They are: transgressive, lowstand and highstand systems tracts. A
lowstand systems tract is the stratigraphically oldest in a type 1 sequence. It is deposited
during relative sea-level fall, followed by a slow relative sea-level rise. At this time a
prograding (transitioning to aggrading) topset/clinoform wedge is deposited (Emery and
Myers, 1996). However, in carbonate systems, the lowstand tract is often not preserved,
or only poorly so as a result of being left “high and dry” (Liddell, personal
communication). It may also be subjected to karstification as a result of subaerial
exposure (Catuneanu, 2006). Since the lowstand systems tract is characterized by the
initial stage of base-level rise, deposits are typically composed of the coarsest sediments
(Catuneanu, 2006). In the case of the Langston Formation, the Naomi Peak Limestone
represents a shallow marine environment and is thought to comprise the earliest
transgressive (ETST) systems tract. The Geertsen Canyon Quartzite may represent a
portion of the LST (Wright, 1999; Liddell, personal communication).
The transgressive systems tract is stratigraphically intermediate in age and is
deposited during relative sea-level rise when sediment supply cannot keep up with topset
accommodation volume. The packages associated with the TST are typically condensed
(time-rich), indicating low sedimentation rates (Liddell et al., 1997). The TST is also
characterized by increasing sea level, with the latest TST approaching greatest depths. Its
top is defined by the maximum flooding surface (MFS).
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The highstand systems tract is the stratigraphically youngest and is deposited as a
progradational topset-clinoform system after the maximum transgression (above the
MFS), but before development of the upper sequence boundary. It is characterized by a
slowing rate of sea level rise, which results in initial aggradational followed by
progradational architecture. This is the inverse of the deposition occurring in lowstand
(Emery and Myers, 1996). The systems tract associated with a type 2 sequence boundary
is known as the shelf-margin systems tract. It is initially progradational, later becoming
aggradational upward, and eventually becomes a retrogradational transgressive systems
tract (Emery and Myers, 1996).
Fourth-order cycles (0.1-.5 my) or parasequences, are relatively conformable
successions of genetically-related beds that are bounded by marine flooding surfaces
(Van Wagoner, 1995). The beds between these surfaces indicate shallowing upwards.
Parasequences are the units that have been mapped in the Spence Shale (Liddell et al.,
1997; Wright, 1999).
The above descriptions of sequence stratigraphy primarily apply to clastic
systems. In the case of the Spence Shale, both carbonate and fine-grained clastic rocks
are present. The shale, though mainly detrital, is calcareous. Additionally, the tops of
upper parasequences at some localities are formed by fossiliferous limestone nodules,
lime mudstone, or grainy limestone beds (Fig. 5) (Liddell et al., 1997). Thus, it is logical
to include an overview of carbonate sequence stratigraphy, specifically in regard to ramp
systems.
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FIGURE 5—Sequence stratigraphy of the Spence Shale at Miners Hollow and Antimony
Canyon (left to right). Note shale beds at the bottom of each cycle, capped by limestones.
Cycles represent shallowing-upward packages. Sample locations for Miners Hollow are
noted (Modified from Liddell et al., 1997).
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Systems tract names are generally the same in carbonate sequence stratigraphy
(transgressive, highstand and lowstand), but have slightly different meanings in terms of
deposition. During lowstand, the landward portion of the ramp may be exposed.
Depending on clastic sediment supply, style of deposition, and aridity of the
environment, the exposed ramp may experience evaporite development (arid) or incision
by fluvial channels (humid, prevalent clastic deposition). Both these scenarios would also
allow for the non-deposition of carbonates (Emery and Myers, 1996).
In transgressions, the ramp retrogrades landward, but as the rate of sea-level rise
slows, the ramp tends to prograde basinward (Emery and Myers, 1996). Also
characteristic of transgressive systems tracts are the development of hardgrounds, thinner
cycles, and fossil lags (Liddell, personal communication). At the maximum flooding
surface, a greater preservation of organic carbon is typical, as is the case in the Miners
Hollow section of the Spence Shale. Whereas the TST records thinner packages of
sediment, the highstand usually exhibits thicker cyclicity. During the early period of
highstands, topsets may accumulate, but not in late highstand. Progradation is also
possible, with the formation of carbonate turbidites, or “highstand shedding”, which
results from the production of carbonates exceeding accommodation space (Emery and
Myers, 1996).
Previous Work
The Spence Shale was named after R.S. Spence, who, in 1896, began sending
select fossils to Dr. Charles Walcott, who would later be known for his work in the
Burgess Shale. Over the next ten years, correspondence and exchange of samples
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continued (Resser, 1939). In 1906, Walcott himself visited Mr. Spence’s locality in Utah.
Walcott’s descriptions of the lithology, fauna and stratigraphy were published in two
works (Walcott, 1908a, 1908b). Exposures of a like shale unit in the Portneuf Range of
Idaho (Fig. 4) are generally referred to as the Spence Tongue of the Lead Bell Shale,
which is named after the nearby abandoned Lead Bell Mine (Oriel and Armstrong, 1971).
For our purposes, the unit shall be referred to as the Spence Shale, and its localities will
only include those noted in Figure 4.
Sequence Stratigraphic Trends.—A third-order transgressive event is responsible
for the deposition of the Langston Formation and part of the overlying Ute Formation. At
least seven higher-order shallowing upward packages, or parasequences, occur within the
Spence Shale (Liddell et al., 1997). These fourth and fifth-order cycles can be traced for
more than 100 km across southern Idaho and northern Utah (Liddell et al., 1997).
Organic carbon content varies (0.71% in the middle of cycle 6 to 8.09% for the
hardground rind atop Cycle 2) among the different parasequences, but a maximum value
(5.24%) in the middle part of Cycle 3 suggests the presence of the maximum flooding
surface, marking the boundary between transgressive and highstand systems tracts
(Liddell et al., 1997). Other observations that suggest the MFS include algal debris, the
presence of agnostid and oryctocephalid trilobites, and increasing shale sedimentation
above this point (Liddell et al., 1997)
Though the sequence stratigraphy of the Spence Shale is well-constrained,
relating it to the biostratigraphy has not yet been attempted. However, there is precedence
for this type of study. In Brett et al. (2007) quantitative analyses, including cluster
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analysis, were employed to study the recurrence of biofacies in the Devonian of New
York. This pattern was found to be related to the sequence stratigraphy, recurring
symmetrically in third-order regressive-transgressive cycles.
Brett et al.,(2009) also explored the relationship between sequence stratigraphy
and biostratigraphy, albeit in a non-quantitative analysis. In this study, the Wheeler and
Marjum formations (also BSTs in Utah) were shown to demonstrate repeated patterns of
faunal succession that could be predicted based on the sequence stratigraphy of the
section. These taphofacies are typified by the presence of soft-bodied preservation
intervals, articulated trilobites, and eocrinoids in the otherwise sparsely fossiliferous
HSTs. Meanwhile, early TSTs are relatively scarce in fossils, but trilobite hash and
sponge spicules are present in the sediment-starved later TSTs (Brett et al., 2009).
These methods were combined with gamma ray spectrometry and magnetic
susceptibility in Halgedahl et al. (2009). These geophysical techniques yielded additional
predictive patterns for well-preserved fossil horizons, termed “hot zones.” With these two
studies, biofacies in the Cambrian Wheeler and Marjum formations can be predicted on
the basis of both sequence stratigraphy and geophysical markers.
Fossil Preservation and Oxygen Conditions.—The Spence Shale is comparable to
a number of other Cambrian fossil deposits, such as the famous Burgess Shale in British
Columbia (e.g., Walcott, 1931; Briggs, 1977; Conway Morris, 1979; Whittington, 1980).
Though the Spence Shale is slightly older than the Burgess Shale, similar fossil deposits
are termed Burgess Shale-type, or simply BST faunas. The Burgess Shale is one of a
number of well-known Cambrian lagerstätten (Conway Morris, 1989) exhibiting soft-
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bodied preservation that also includes the Chengjiang Shale of China (e.g., Sun and Hou,
1987; Hou and Sun, 1988), the Marjum and the Wheeler Formations, (e.g., Briggs and
Robison, 1984; Conway Morris and Robison, 1986, 1988) also of Utah. They share a
common mode of fossilization, which includes the preservation of organic tissues (Gaines
and Droser, 2005; Gaines et al., 2008; Garson et al., 2011). The Spence Shale is
considered to be yet another example of Cambrian lagerstätten (e.g., Robison, 1991;
Gaines, 2004). Though these biota are generally restricted to the Cambrian, recent work
reveals their presence in Ordovician strata as well (Van Roy et al., 2010).
Recent work has revealed a trend in bottom water oxygen fluctuations throughout
the section at Miners Hollow (Garson et al., 2011). The presence of soft-bodied
preservation and horizons of bioturbation is used as a proxy for oxygen conditions. The
authors (2011) have determined that in those intervals of greater soft-body preservation,
(parts of cycles 3 and 6) bioturbation is relatively lower than in parts of the section where
skeletal fossils dominate. It was also determined that bioturbation, measured with the
ichnofabric index (Droser and Bottjer, 1986), tends to increase up-cycle at Miners
Hollow (Garson et al., 2011). This is consistent with the shallowing-upward
parasequence trend found throughout the Spence Shale section.
Description of Fauna.—In their studies of the Spence Shale and Marjum and
Wheeler Formations of Utah, Conway Morris and Robison (1986) have enumerated
approximately 40 soft-bodied fauna. This is in addition to trilobites and other
skeletonized fauna. Figure 6 shows examples of some common and significant taxa.
Examples of soft-bodied organisms preserved in the Spence Shale include algae,
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annelids, and arthropods (Robison, 1969,1991; Briggs and Robison, 1984; Conway
Morris and Robison, 1988;). Body fossils of annelid worms have been described by
Robison (1969). Though their trace fossils are ubiquitous in Cambrian-age rocks, annelid
body fossils are much less common. Two separate genera were described in Robison
(1969).
Other organisms preserved in the Spence Shale are hexactinellid sponges,
including the genus Vauxia, as described by Rigby (1980), inarticulate and orthoid
brachiopods, hyolithids, carbonaceous algae remains, a suite of different trace fossils and
a diverse fauna of echinoderms. Recently described specimens of the enigmatic Cambrian
organism Anomalocaris were found at the Miners Hollow locality (Briggs et al., 2008). A
number of arachnomorphs have also been described from Miners Hollow (Briggs et al.,
2008).
Trilobites are probably the best-known fossils in the Spence Shale with
approximately 22 genera and 48 species identified (e.g., Robison, 1991; Briggs et al.,
2008; Robison and Babcock, 2011). In a recent study, Robison and Babcock (2011)
provide descriptions of new trilobites from the Utah Cambrian lagerstätte, including nine
new to the Spence Shale.
Owing to the difference in paleogeographic ramp positions, one can find
somewhat different taxa at the two localities used in this study. For example, at the
deeper Miners Hollow locality, one can find soft-bodied organisms preserved in specific
horizons. These do not occur at the better-oxygenated and more bioturbated Antimony
Canyon ramp position.
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FIGURE 6—Examples of common and significant taxa from the Spence Shale.
Measurements are body lengths. A) Amecephalus sp. (4cm). B) Zacanthoides typicalis
(2cm). C) Kootenia spencei (4cm). D) Hyolithid (3cm). E) Gogia sp. (4cm). F)
Ctenocystis utahensis (0.5cm). G) Yohoia sp. (3cm). Photos courtesy of Paul Jamison
(personal communication).
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The fossil assemblages seem to occupy certain positions within the higher-order
parasequence cycles. Taphonomy of the various organisms differ vertically and laterally
between parasequences (Liddell et al., 1997). The quality of preservation of fossils
increases up-cycle, with a higher proportion of entire individuals present at the tops of
parasequences. The highest organism diversity is observed in lower parasequences,
perhaps owing to enhanced nutrition resulting from initial sequence flooding or sediment
starvation (Liddell et al., 1997).
Certain trilobite varieties generally occupy different positions within the
parasequences. Agnostids are found most frequently near the bases of cycles and their
abundance is greatest in lower parasequences (Liddell et al., 1997). They are more
abundant at Oneida Narrows than at Antimony Canyon. This difference is inferred to be
related to water depth (deeper at Oneida Narrows, shallower at Antimony Canyon).
Evidence of this difference in depth is the presence of the deep-water indicative
oryctocephalid trilobite in lower cycles at Oneida Narrows (Liddell et al., 1997).
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METHODS
Field Methods
Field work in the Miners Hollow section of the Spence Shale at 41˚ 36’ 4.68” N,
112˚ 2’ 11.87” W (Sec. 14, T10N, R2W, Brigham City quadrangle, 1955) was
undertaken throughout the summer and fall of 2009. Collections were made in the context
of the existing sequence stratigraphy (Liddell et al., 1997; Wright, 1999). Samples were
collected in the shale layers of each of the seven cycles observed at Miners Hollow.
Limestone cycle tops were not sampled due to the difficulty in obtaining identifiable
specimens from these intervals. For more precise location, sampling positions were
measured to the nearest decimeter from either the cycle top or bottom (Table A.1).
As opposed to bulk or random sampling, search sampling was employed in order
to obtain as many identifiable samples as possible. In this method, all types of fossils
observed by workers, including trilobites, brachiopods, hyolithids and others, were
collected. No preference was given to any particular type of organism; the only
consideration given was whether the specimen was preserved in such a manner as to be
readily identified. However, some organisms tended to occur more frequently than others.
The following taxa were some of the most common: Amecephalus, Bythecheilus,
Peronopsis, Ptychoparella, and inarticulate brachiopods.
Other Sampling Methods
Campbell’s (1974) collections from Antimony Canyon at 41˚ 33’ 47.95” N, 112˚
1’ 4.72” W (Sec. 36, T10N, R2W, Brigham City quadrangle, 1955) were placed in a
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sequence stratigraphic framework by matching lithologies of collections sites by Dr. W.
David Liddell (Table A.2). In addition to this data set, recent collections by Paul Jamison
and Jake Skabelund (personal communication) at Miners Hollow were made within the
sequence stratigraphic framework (Liddell et al., 1997; Wright, 1999).
Laboratory Methods
Identifications of samples collected in 2009 were made using a number of
references, including Gunther and Gunther (1981), Robison (1991), the Treatise on
Invertebrate Paleontology (Whittington et al., 1997) and personal communications from
the authors of these works and Paul Jamison. In the event of contradictory nomenclature,
Robison (1991) was referenced for the definitive identification.
Due to the unpublished species and genera names assigned by Campbell (1974) to
some specimens, only some of the genera of his collections are considered reliable. Those
that remain unpublished were omitted from this study. In the case of samples from the
2009 field season, genus and species classifications were assigned where possible, but for
most specimens it was only possible to identify to the genus level. This was due in part to
the quality of some specimens and in part to the uncertainty of the researcher.
Principal components analysis (PCA) and cluster analyses were the primary
means of analyzing the genus and species data (the results of a family-level analysis can
be found in Appendix C). By determining the absence or presence of an organism at a
particular level in the section, a numerical rating of 1 was assigned when an organism
was present, 0 when it was absent. The Multi-Variate Statistical Package (Version 3)
computer program (Kovach Computing Services, 2009) was used to perform cluster and
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PCA analyses. Neither of these methods are statistical tests, but rather, ways to sort and
better understand the data in question. Hierarchical cluster analysis successively connects
samples (or variable) with the most similarities. PCA can also sort samples, but is more
typically used to determine the most significant variables.
Data can be presented in both R-mode and Q-mode. Q-mode concerns objects in
the data set. In this case, objects are localities within the Spence Shale section. In this
way, groupings in Q-mode can be interpreted to represent biofacies (sample locations
with similar taxa). R-mode analyses concern variables; in this case genera. Groupings in
R-mode are interpreted to represent communities (taxa that occur together repeatedly) of
organisms. In R-mode PCA, those variables with the highest loadings on each axis are
particularly important as they account for the greatest spread in the data.
For the purpose of this project, a Jaccard coefficient and the Unweighted-Pair
Grouping Method with Arithmetic mean (UPGMA) were applied to the cluster analyses.
The Jaccard coefficient is based on binary variables; it is a ratio of the presence or
absence of properties (Davis, 2002). This makes it an ideal analysis method for the data
set in question. UPGMA is an average linkage technique that gives equal consideration to
all data points. In the plots that utilize this method (dendrograms) those objects or
variables that are most similar to one another form clusters near the main axis. The range
of this axis is one; those clusters with values closer to one are more similar than clusters
that form closer to zero.
Kaiser’s rule was applied for axis extraction in PCA. Data were not transformed,
but were centered about the two principle component axes. This method has the goal of
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making interpretation of data easier. Results of these analyses are presented in scatter
plots of variable loadings (genera) or case scores (samples). In plots of variable loadings,
those genera with the highest loadings are interpreted to be the most significant. Plots of
case scores are useful in sorting samples into biofacies.
These analyses were run with the consideration that different types (larger
taxonomic groups) of organisms might contribute to the separation of biofacies. Thus,
two distinct analyses of the data were run: one for the entire range of organism types,
including trilobites, brachiopods, hyolithids and others, and a second for only the
trilobites. The analyses were run separately for both Miners Hollow and Antimony
Canyon data, as well with both localities in different combinations with each other
(Tables A.4 and A.5).
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RESULTS
Antimony Canyon Data
Principal components and cluster analyses were run on Campbell’s (1974) data.
Both Q and R-mode analyses were employed to study the potential biofacies and
communities in the Spence Shale. For complete data analyses, see Appendix B, Tables
B.1-B.4.
Q-Mode Cluster Analysis.—The following two plots illustrate the clustering of
the different objects, or samples. In this case, clusters represent biofacies, which include
parasequence tops and bottoms. When all data are analyzed, two broad biofacies are
revealed: one composed only of the Naomi Peak Limestone (abbreviated as NPB and
NPT, for bottom and top, respectively) units, and another composed only of Spence Shale
parasequences (Fig. 7). Though the two divisions of the Naomi Peak Limestone are more
like one another than other sections, their relatively late-joined cluster indicates that they
are not, in fact, very similar.
Within the Spence Shale biofacies, more discrete biofacies such as the cluster of
C2T and C2B exist. This cluster is augmented by C3B and later C1B. All these cycles are
part of the transgressive systems tract. Those cycles from the highstand tract also cluster
together, starting with C4T and C5B. This biofacies is later joined by C5T. Another
relatively strong cluster is that of C6B and C8B, which is later joined by C3T. This
cluster eventually joins with that of C4T and C5. This broad cluster successively adds
C7T and the cluster of C4B and C6T before eventually joining the transgressive
biofacies.
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After removing non-trilobite genera from the data set, Q-mode cluster analysis
was re-run (Fig. 8). Overall, results were somewhat similar to the previous analysis, but
with the strengthening of some clusters. For example, the C2 biofacies now clusters
closer to the similarity axis, meanwhile a strong cluster of C3T and C6B benefits from
the removal of trilobites. As in the previous analyses, the lowstand Naomi Peak units
were least similar to the other units.
R-mode Cluster Analysis.—The following four plots illustrate the clustering of the
various genera of organisms found in the Spence Shale. Clusters represent communities
of organisms. Some variables were not genera, but larger taxonomic groups of organisms.
These include the sponges, inarticulate and articulate brachiopods, and algae. When all
cycles and all taxa are analyzed (Fig. 9), three broad communities reveal themselves in
the cluster analysis with sub-communities of more closely-grouped genera within them.
The uppermost cluster, or community, (Paralbertella through Nyella) is composed of
taxa that were only found in the Naomi Peak Limestone that underlies the Spence Shale
(most, in fact, were only found in the bottom section of the Naomi Peak Limestone).
Meanwhile, the middle cluster (Gogia through Amecephalus) is composed mainly of taxa
found in the upper cycles (C3-C8) of the Spence Shale unit while the lowermost cluster
(Helcionella through Achlysopsis) is represented by organisms that are more typically
found in the lower cycles (C1-C3).
When considering the analysis of only trilobite genera (Fig. 10), the Naomi Peak
Limestone community remains, but is supplemented by the addition of Olenoides. Each
genus in this community is found in NPB. The second major cluster of organisms is
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FIGURE 7—Q-mode cluster analysis showing biofacies. Samples are stratigraphic levels
at Antimony Canyon; all taxa, all cycles.
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mainly composed of taxa from the upper part of the section. The lowermost major
community is composed of taxa that are generally found in the lower cycles of the
Spence Shale as well as a few that are found in NPT.
Further analyses were run after removing the Naomi Peak units (Figs. 11 and 12).
This had little effect on the overall communities, but some genera, specifically those that
are found in both the Naomi Peak Limestone and the Spence Shale (Kootenia, Olenoides,
Oryctocara, Peronopsis, Hyolithes, Helcionella and Inartic. Brach.) became more closely
clustered with others without the pull of the Naomi Peak Limestone samples.
Additionally, the cluster of the echinoderms Gogia and Ctenocystis joined the
transgressive community rather than the highstand as it did in the previous analysis.
However, is the grouping is the last to join the transgressive community, and is therefore
the least similar to the other genera in its cluster.
Principal Components Analysis.—The following eight plots illustrate the results
of R-mode PCA. Though MVSP cannot run PCA in Q-mode per se, a transposition of the
data set effectively creates a Q-mode analysis. This allows for the generation of scatter
plots of case scores and variable loadings, both of which can be useful in interpretation of
the data, as discussed in the Methods section.
In analyzing the case scores of all taxa at all sample locations (Fig. 13), the
groupings of the cycles appear similar to those seen in Q-mode Cluster analysis (Fig. 7).
In the upper left quadrant are all the transgressive systems tract cycles, while in the right
quadrants are the highstand tracts (Fig. 13). Finally, the lowstand Naomi Peak units are
found together in the lower left quadrant. When non-trilobites are removed (Fig. 14) the
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FIGURE 9—R-mode cluster analysis showing communities. Variables are genera at
Antimony Canyon; all taxa, all cycles.
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FIGURE 10—R-mode cluster analysis showing communities. Variables are genera at
Antimony Canyon; trilobites only, all cycles.
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FIGURE 11—R-mode cluster analysis showing communities. Variables are genera at
Antimony Canyon; all taxa, Naomi Peak cycles omitted.
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FIGURE 12—R-mode cluster analysis showing communities. Variables are genera at
Antimony Canyon; trilobites only, Naomi Peak cycles omitted.
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groupings of objects are still somewhat similar to the clusters in the corresponding
dendrogram (Fig. 8).
When the Naomi Peak Limestone units are removed (Fig. 15), the scatter plot of
case scores is broadly similar to the corresponding Q-mode cluster analysis (Fig. 7) in
that there are two main groups of objects. The first, found on the right side of Axis 1 is
made up of objects from the highstand systems tract. The second, found to the left of
Axis 1 is composed of objects from the transgressive systems tract. However, more
discrete clusters, as seen in Figure 8, are not necessarily the same in the scatter plot.
When only trilobites are analyzed, the scatter plot of case scores (Fig. 16) is still
somewhat similar to its corresponding dendrogram (Fig. 8). Two main groupings are
obvious: Cycles 1-2 at the far left of the plot, and Cycles C3T-C8 to the right of Axis 1.
For the most part these are consistent with the two broad clusters in Figure 8. The only
problematic object is C3B, which could conceivably group more closely with the other
upper cycles.
The PCA plot of variable loadings (Fig. 17) reveals that a few genera
(Athabaskia, Bythicheilus, Glossopleura and Amecephalus, Oryctocephalus) have a
higher influence over the entire data set. When other taxa are removed and only trilobites
are analyzed (Fig. 18) the same genera have the highest variable loadings. To avoid an
overly cluttered figure, each genus was assigned a number for use throughout the text. A
table of corresponding genera and numbers can be found in Appendix A (Table A.6).
When Naomi Peak Limestone units are removed (Fig. 19) Bythicheilus,
Alokistocarella and Hyolithes are the variables with the highest loadings (all greater than
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0.33). A new strong variable emerges with the analysis of only trilobites (Fig. 20);
Zacanthoides has the highest loading among this data set, but is followed closely by
Oryctocephalus.
Miners Hollow Data
Using MVSP, data collected from Miners Hollow were also analyzed using the
Cluster Analysis and PCA methods. Results were similar to those from Antimony
Canyon. However, due to the difference in setting along the ancient ramp, at least one
cycle from Antimony is not present at Miners. This “missed beat” is likely due to an
increase in water depth from south to north (in the present continental configuration)
(Liddell et al., 1997).
Another difference in the analysis between the two sections is that no specimens
were collected from the Naomi Peak Limestone that underlies the Spence Shale, or from
the limestone intervals that cap each cycle within the Spence Shale sequence architecture.
This means that most samples came from the cycle bottoms. Where cycles had only a few
feet in thickness of shale, cycle tops were not divided from bottoms (C2, C6, C7) as the
shale portions were only present in the bottom half of these cycles.
Q-mode Cluster Analysis.—Q-mode cluster analyses of Miners Hollow revealed
two broad groupings of samples: Cycles, 1, 2, and lower 3, which represent the
transgressive systems tract, and upper Cycle 3 through 7, which represent the highstand
systems tract (Fig. 21). Within the grouping of upper cycles, Cycle 3 top and Cycle 6
form their own small cluster. These results are consistent with those of Antimony
Canyon. They are very similar when only the trilobite genera are considered (Fig. 22).
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FIGURE 13—Q-mode PCA showing biofacies. Cases are stratigraphic levels at
Antimony Canyon; all taxa, all cycles.
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FIGURE 14—Q-mode PCA showing biofacies. Cases are stratigraphic levels at
Antimony Canyon; trilobites only, all cycles.
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FIGURE 15—Q-mode PCA showing biofacies. Cases are stratigraphic levels at
Antimony Canyon; all taxa, Naomi Peak cycles omitted.
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FIGURE 16—Q-mode PCA showing biofacies. Cases are stratigraphic levels at
Antimony Canyon; trilobites only, Naomi Peak cycles omitted.
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FIGURE 17—R-mode PCA showing communities. Variables are genera at Antimony
Canyon; all taxa, all cycles. See Table A.6 for additional genera names.
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FIGURE 18—R-mode PCA showing communities. Variables are genera at Antimony
Canyon; trilobites only, all cycles. See Table A.6 for additional genera names.
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FIGURE 19—R-mode PCA showing communities. Variables are genera at Antimony
Canyon; all taxa, Naomi Peak cycles omitted. See Table A.6 for additional genera names.
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FIGURE 20—R-mode PCA showing communities. Variables are genera at Antimony
Canyon; trilobites only, Naomi Peak cycles omitted. See Table A.6 for additional genera
names.
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In some cases, few identifiable specimens were collected uniformly throughout
each cycle. Also, the shale sections of each cycle often made up less than half the entire
thickness of a cycle. Considering these factors, for most cycles it makes sense to combine
the cycle tops and bottoms and re-analyze the data set. Figure 23 represents the data set
with only the thickest cycle, cycle 3, split into its top and bottom. This is also necessary
considering the transition between TST and HST occurs toward the bottom of Cycle 3.
As in the analyses with the split cycles, the following analyses were performed both with
all organisms and also with only trilobites (Fig. 24).
The results of these analyses were quite similar to those for which the cycles were
split; Cycles 1-3B clustered together, while Cycles 3T-7 formed another broad cluster.
Additionally, the cluster between C3T and C6 is still somewhat strong, though somewhat
more so in the trilobite analysis.
R-mode Cluster Analysis.—In Figures 25-28, variables are sorted into groupings
that represent communities of organisms. As in the Q-mode analysis, the data set was run
with both split cycles and with only Cycle 3 split as well as run with all taxa and only
trilobites. Figure 26 is the resulting dendrogram of an analysis in which all taxa were
used and cycles were split into tops and bottoms. In some cases, certain genera are only
found together in one location, forming their own specific communities. For example,
Hyolithes and trace fossils were only found in different parts of Cycle 3, forming their
own community (Fig. 25).
Further, Perspicaris, Banffia, Isosyx, Piocahspis and Pagetia are only found in
Cycle 6, while Yohoia, Tuzoia, Ponticulocarpus, Eldonia, Acinocricus, Kochina,
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FIGURE 21—Q-mode cluster analysis showing biofacies. Samples are stratigraphic
levels at Miners Hollow; all taxa, cycles split into tops and bottoms when possible.
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FIGURE 22—Q-mode cluster analysis showing biofacies. Samples are stratigraphic
levels at Miners Hollow; trilobites only, cycles split into tops and bottoms when possible.
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FIGURE 23—Q-mode cluster analysis showing biofacies. Samples are stratigraphic
levels at Miners Hollow; all taxa, cycle 3 split.
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FIGURE 24—Q-mode cluster analysis showing biofacies. Samples are stratigraphic
levels at Miners Hollow; trilobites only, cycle 3 split.
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Glossopleura, and Chancia are found only in the top of Cycle 3, while Gogia,
Ctenocystis, Anomalocariss, Zacanthoides, Athabaskia and Achylysopsis are only found
in the top of Cycle 3 and Cycle 6. These may all represent communities of organisms. All
these organisms are predominantly found in Cycles 3T through 7. In fact, all those
organisms between Perspicaris and Achlysopsis are mainly found in the upper cycles
while all those organisms at the top of the figure are more likely to be found in Cycles 13B. However, these upper organisms do not form one coherent cluster of transgressive
tract organism. Instead, they form smaller clusters that join the larger whole later.
The same communities exist when only analyzing trilobite genera, minus the nontrilobites, of course (Fig. 26). In this case, Oryctocephalus through Bathyuriscus are
found in the lower cycles while Piochaspis through Achlysopsis are found in the upper
cycles. However, the cluster of Orcytocephalus and Oryctocara are the least similar to
any other cluster and only join after all other clusters have formed.
Similar communities are also obvious with only the split in Cycle 3 (Fig. 27). The
first major cluster from the top (Artic Brach. Through Bathyuriscus) of the figure is
composed of organisms that are only found in Cycle 1 and it is the last cluster to join the
others. The second major cluster (Trace through Orytocephalites) is composed of
organisms that are more likely to be found in Cycle 2 and especially Cycle 3B. There are
a few larger lower clusters, but all come together to contain organisms from C3T through
C7 (Perspicaris through Achlysopsis). The results are again similar when only trilobites
are analyzed (Fig. 28).
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FIGURE 25—R-mode cluster analysis showing communities. Variables are genera at
Miners Hollow; all taxa, cycles split into tops and bottoms when possible.
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FIGURE 26—R-mode cluster analysis showing communities. Variables are genera at
Miners Hollow; trilobites only, cycles split into tops and bottoms when possible.
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FIGURE 27—R-mode cluster analysis showing communities. Variables are genera at
Miners Hollow; all taxa, cycle 3 split.
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FIGURE 28—R-mode cluster analysis showing communities. Variables are genera at
Miners Hollow; trilobites only, cycle 3 split.
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Principal Components Analysis.—Figures 29-32 are scatter plots of the case
scores of objects (For PCA analyses, see tables B.5-B.8). In figures 29 and 30, all cycles
are split into upper and lower sections, while in Figures 31 and 32 only Cycle 3 is split. In
Figure 29 we can see that most of the objects are clustered to the left of axis 1, while C3T
and C6 are found far to the right of the axis. The group on the left could be divided
further, as Cycles 1T-C3B are found above axis 2, while C1B, C4, C5 and C7 are found
below it. This is generally consistent with the clustering in Figure 21. In Figure 30, only
trilobite genera were analyzed and we can see that Cycle 1T, C2B and C3B form a group
in the upper left quadrant, while C1B, C4, C5B and C7 seem to cluster below axis 2. A
final group is found in the upper right quadrant and is composed of C3T and C6.
When only Cycle 3 is split into top and bottom, results are somewhat similar.
Figure 31 shows that Cycles 1-3B form a group in the upper left quadrant, Cycles 4, 5
and 7 form another in the lower left, while Cycle 3 T and C6 are outliers in to the right of
axis 1. When only trilobites are analyzed (Figure 32) results are quite similar, with the
Cycle 4, 5 and 7 cluster moved just to the right of axis 1. The main difference is the
closer grouping of C3T and C6 in the upper right quadrant. This is more similar to the
plot of unsplit cycles (Fig. 30) than to the plot with all genera (Fig. 31).
In the R-mode analysis, a number of genera (Achlysopsis, Athabaskia,
Zacanthoides, Anomalocaris, Ctenocystis and Gogia) score together on the right half of
Axis 2. Despite this redundancy, they are still the highest loadings for that axis.
Amecephalus (low on axis 1, Fig. 33) and Ptychoparella (high on Axis 1, Fig. 33) are
other strong variables. With only trilobite genera represented, Ptychoparella still has a
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high variable loading (Fig. 34), but the loading of Peronopsis is greater, suggesting that
Peronopsis and Ptyhcoparella had the greatest effect on the data set. Results were quite
similar without the splitting of cycle tops from bottoms (Figures 35-36).
Merged Data Sets – Localities Combined
In order to determine if similar relationships among communities and biofacies
exist along the ramp, data from Antimony Canyon and Miners Hollow were combined
and re-analyzed (for PCA analyses, see Tables B.9-B.10). Since the sequence
stratigraphy is slightly different between the two sites, it was necessary to combine
Cycles 3 and 4 from Antimony into one Cycle (3) to correspond to Cycle 3 from Miners
Hollow. However, Cycle 3 in Miners Hollow is also the location of the maximum
flooding surface and the division point between transgressive and highstand systems
tracts. With this in mind, the simplest approach was to assign those data from Cycle 4 and
Cycle 3 top of Antimony to be Cycle 3 top, while Antimony Cycle 3 bottom became
Cycle 3 bottom for the combined data set. Those cycles above C4 became the cycle
below them (C5 became C4, C8 became C7, etc.) The Miners Hollow data were not
assigned new cycle numbers. Additionally, since no data were collected from the Naomi
Peak Limestone at Miners Hollow, it did not make sense to include any Antimony data
from that location for comparison. The following set of figures represents the results of
this combination.
Q-mode Cluster Analysis.—Results of Q-mode Cluster analysis reveal two broad
groups of biofacies. In Figures 37 and 38 we can see that the lower of these clusters is
composed of Cycles 1, 2 and C3B while the upper is composed of Cycles 3T through C7.
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FIGURE 29—Q-mode PCA showing biofacies. Cases are stratigraphic levels at Miners
Hollow; all taxa, cycles split into tops and bottoms when possible.
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FIGURE 30—Q-mode PCA showing biofacies. Cases are stratigraphic levels at Miners
Hollow; trilobites only, cycles split into tops and bottoms when possible.
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FIGURE 31—Q-mode PCA showing biofacies. Cases are stratigraphic levels at Miners
Hollow; all taxa, cycle 3 split.
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FIGURE 32—Q-mode PCA showing biofacies. Cases are stratigraphic levels at Miners
Hollow; trilobites only, cycle 3 split.
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FIGURE 33—R-mode PCA showing communities. Variables are genera at Miners
Hollow; all taxa, cycles split into tops and bottoms when possible. See Table A.6 for
additional genera names.
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FIGURE 34—R-mode PCA showing communities. Variables are genera at Miners
Hollow; trilobites only, cycles split into tops and bottoms when possible. See Table A.6
for additional genera names.
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FIGURE 35—R-mode PCA showing communities. Variables are genera at Miners
Hollow; all taxa, cycle 3 split. See Table A.6 for additional genera names.
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FIGURE 36—R-mode PCA showing communities. Variables are genera at Miners
Hollow; trilobites only, cycle 3 split. See Table A.6 for additional genera names.
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FIGURE 37—Q-mode Cluster analysis of combined Antimony and Miners data; all taxa.
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FIGURE 38—Q-mode Cluster analysis of combined Antimony and Miners data;
trilobites only.
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R-mode Cluster Analysis.—With 42 types of organisms represented in the data
set, a number of communities are revealed in the R-mode analysis. Figure 39 illustrates
the communities of organisms when all taxa are considered. Those communities of
organisms that form clusters directly along the axis are composed of genera that always
occur together. For example, Sponge spicules and Oryctocara have only been found in
Cycle 1. Additionally, Anomalocaris and Utia have only been found in C3T and C6.
Thus, communities of this type are quite simple to describe.
At first glance there appear to be six major clusters of genera that could be
interpreted as communities. From the top, the first is composed of Oryctocephalites
through Ogygopsis, all of which occur in Cycle 2. The next is Olenoides through
Alokistocarella, most of which are found almost exclusively in Cycle 1. The third cluster
is composed of Helcionella through Piochaspis, all of which are found in Cycle six.
The fourth major cluster is composed of those genera that were found almost
exclusively in Cycle 3 (Trace through Caborcella). Most, in fact were only found in
Cycle 3T. The cluster of Gogia through Amecephalus is generally composed of
organisms that are found throughout the upper part of the section, while the lowermost
cluster (Ptychoparella through Achlysopsis) is made up of genera from the lower cycles.
When considering only trilobite genera (Fig. 40), the results are a good deal
simpler to describe. Some of the same communities exist as when analyzing all genera,
albeit with only trilobites. One that particularly stands out is that of Ptychoparella
through Bathyuriscus (joining just before 0.68 coming from the axis). All these trilobites
are found in C1, C2 and C3, and some are found in higher cycles as well.
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FIGURE 39—R-mode cluster analysis of combined Antimony and Miners data; all taxa.
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FIGURE 40—R-mode cluster analysis of combined Antimony and Miners data;
trilobites only.
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Principal Components Analysis.—The following scatter plots illustrate the results
of R-mode PCA of the combined Antimony and Miners Hollow data sets. The first two
figures show the case scores of the different objects (all taxa and only trilobites,
respectively) and allow for comparison with Q-mode cluster analysis of the same data
sets. In Figure 41 all taxa are analyzed and Cycles 4-7 form a group in the upper left
quadrant, while C1-3B form another to the right of Axis 1. C3T, however, is an outlier in
the lower left quadrant.
When analyzing only trilobites in Figure 42, there are subtle differences, but
overall the groupings are similar. It is obvious that C1 and C2 group together to the right
of Axis 1 and that C4-7 cluster together to the left, but C3B is situated somewhat between
the two groups and C3T is an outlier.
Figures 43 and 44 illustrate the variable loadings of the different genera in the
analysis. Though none of the loadings were particularly high (nothing greater than about
0.35) we can see which variables did have the greatest overall effect on the data set.
When all taxa were considered (Fig. 43) the variables with the highest loadings were
Athabaskia, Bathyuriscus, Ogygosis, algae, trace fossils and Ptychoparella. When only
considering trilobites (Fig. 44) results were somewhat different; Athabaskia was still one
of the variables with the highest loadings, but it is followed closely by Pagetia,
Ogygopsis and a few others with loadings of about 0.30.
Compared Data Sets – Localities Separate
The above analyses were run with both localities merged into a single data set. It
may also be informative to keep the localities separate and compare them side-by-side, as
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FIGURE 41—PCA scatter plot of case scores of combined Miners Hollow and
Antimony Canyon data; all taxa.
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FIGURE 42—PCA scatter plot of case scores of combined Miners Hollow and
Antimony Canyon data; trilobites only.
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FIGURE 43—PCA scatter plot of variable loadings of combined Miners Hollow and
Antimony Canyon data; all taxa. See Table A.6 for additional genera names.
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FIGURE 44—PCA scatter plot of variable loadings of combined Miners Hollow and
Antimony Canyon data; trilobites only. See Table A.6 for additional genera names.
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they represent different environments (upper vs. mid- to lower ramp), evident in the
different lithologies at Antimony Canyon and Miners Hollow. This may help in
understanding the biofacies and community changes along the ramp. Therefore, the
following results illustrate both Antimony Canyon and Miners Hollow data sets run
simultaneously (for PCA analyses, see tables B.11-B.12; For analyses of the side-by-side
data sets at the family-level, see Figures C.1-C.4 and Table C.1; For analyses of nontrilobite genera, see Figures C.5-C.8 and Table C.2).
Q-mode Cluster Analysis.—As in previous cluster analyses, those parasequences
belonging to the highstand systems tract clustered together (top of figures), while those of
the transgressive tract formed another major cluster (Figures 45 and 46). One obvious
exception to this is the lower portion of Miners Hollow cycle 1 (MC1B), which is least
like any of the other cycles and does not join either of the two major clusters until all
linkages have been made. Another exception is obvious in the trilobite-only analysis (Fig.
46); AC3B clusters not with the transgressive cycles as expected, but with the cycles of
highstand tract.
One trend of note is that within the larger clusters of highstand and transgressive,
smaller clusters formed among parasequences seem to follow locality rather than
cyclicity. For example, in the highstand cluster of Figure 45 the closest linkages are first
formed between cycles of Antimony Canyon (AC4T, 5B, and 5T) or between Miners
Hollow cycles (MC4B and 5B). In general, cycles from Miners Hollow join to one
another, and cycles from Antimony Canyon join to one another before both localities
eventually cluster together.
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R-mode Cluster Analysis.—When all taxa are analyzed in R-mode, a number of
communities emerges. At least seven broad groups can be noted in Figure 47, starting
from the bottom: a transgressive community consisting of Achlysopsis through Hyolithes,
a highstand community consisting of Amecephalus through Artic. Brach., an upper cycle
3 community consisting of Chancia through Trace, a lower cycle 6 community consisting
of Piochaspis through Anomalocaris, a lower cycle 3 community in Oryctocephalites and
Algae, a cycle 1 community consisting of Alokistocarella through Oryctocara, and a
community composed of taxa found throughout the middle of the section consisting of
Caborcella through Helcionella.
When only trilobites are analyzed (Fig. 48), communities are more in line with
previous analyses; apart from Piochasipis, all taxa either fall into a transgressive
community (bottom) or a highstand community (top). As an explanation, Piochaspis is
the only trilobite genus that has only been found in only one portion of the section; all
other trilobites were found in multiple cycle locations.
Principal Components Analysis.—When a scatter plot of case scores of all
samples are analyzed (Fig. 49), groupings are somewhat similar to those in cluster
analysis. Two major groups are obvious, generally corresponding to the transgressive and
highstand systems tracts. The transgressive group is mainly centered to the left of Axis 1,
while most of the highstand cycles are found to the left. Meanwhile, MC6B and MC3T
are once again outliers. When only trilobites are analyzed (Fig. 50), the groups are a good
deal more spread out, but again roughly correspond to the expected sequence
stratigraphic arrangement. However, the major outlier in this case is AC3B.
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The R-mode PCA results give clues as to which variables have the greatest
influence over the data set. In the case of all taxa (Fig. 51), those variables with the
highest loadings for each axis are Athabaskia (4), Peronopsis (19), and Ptychoparella
(22). The lower portion of axis 1 does not have a significantly high-loading variable.
When only trilobites are analyzed (Fig. 52), the most significant variables are
Amecephalus (3), Oryctocephalus (17) and Ptychoparella (19), but Athabaskia,
Peronopsis and Zacanthoides(24) also have high loadings.
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FIGURE 45—Q-mode Cluster analysis of separate Antimony and Miners data sets; all
taxa.
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Figure 46—Q-mode Cluster analysis of separate Antimony and Miners data sets;
trilobites only.
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FIGURE 47—R-mode Cluster analysis of separate Antimony and Miners data sets; all
taxa.
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FIGURE 48—R-mode Cluster analysis of separate Antimony and Miners data sets;
trilobites only.
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FIGURE 49—PCA scatter plot of case scores of separate Miners Hollow and Antimony
Canyon data sets; all taxa.
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FIGURE 50—PCA scatter plot of case scores of separate Miners Hollow and Antimony
Canyon data sets; trilobites only.
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FIGURE 51—PCA scatter plot of variable loadings of separate Miners Hollow and
Antimony Canyon data sets; all taxa. See Table A.6 for additional genera names.
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FIGURE 52—PCA scatter plot of variable loadings of separate Miners Hollow and
Antimony Canyon data sets; trilobites only. See Table A.6 for additional genera names.
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DISCUSSION
Antimony Canyon Data
In the Q-mode cluster analysis of all taxa, the plot (Fig. 7) shows the lower cycles
(C1-C3B), which represent the transgressive systems tracts, clustering together. This
indicates that the lower cycles may be representative of the same biofacies. Meanwhile,
the upper cycles (Cycle 3T-C8), which represent the highstand systems tract, are more
similar to one another than to the lower cycles.
Samples from the underlying Naomi Peak Limestone are least similar to any other
cycles. This is consistent with both their lithology and stratigraphy, given that they are
carbonates that likely represent a very early transgressive systems tract (Liddell, personal
communication), while the rest of the cycles have a combination of siliciclastic and
carbonate compositions, representing transgressive and highstand systems tracts.
When only trilobite genera are analyzed in the same fashion, the results are quite
similar, but some clusters are stronger (Fig. 8). Clearly, the exclusion of non-trilobite
genera had an effect on the biofacies. In this case, Cycles 3T-8 represent one biofacies,
while Cycles 1-3B represent another. One of the most similar clusters is that of C3T and
C6B; the reason this is notable will become obvious later in the discussion. A third
biofacies is again composed of samples from the Naomi Peak Limestone. Biofacies
appear to correlate with systems tracts, thus there is an earliest transgressive biofacies, a
transgressive biofacies and a highstand biofacies.
In the R-mode cluster analysis the communities of organisms found in the Spence
Shale become apparent (Fig. 9). As implied in the results section, the communities
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roughly correspond to systems tracts. For example, some of those genera found only in
the Naomi Peak Limestone represent a lowstand community. These are the uppermost
five genera clustered together. All but Paralbertella are found exclusively in NPB, while
Paralbertella is found in both parts of NP, but in no other part of the cycle. The other
genera found exclusively in the Naomi Peak Limestone are found only in the top portion
and cluster more closely with those genera found both in NPT and one or two other
cycles of the Spence Shale. These join a cluster of what could be considered a
transgressive community, as most of the genera are found mainly in Cycles 1-3B
(Helcionella through Achlysopsis; lower major cluster). A highstand community may be
represented by the middle cluster (Gogia through Amecephalus), which is composed of
genera primarily from the upper part of the section.
When trilobites are exclusively analyzed (Fig. 10), the three systems tract
communities are still present. The lowstand community is most obvious at the top of
Figure 11 (Olenoides through Nyella), but it is made up of organisms that are not
necessarily exclusive to the Naomi Peak Limestone. A transgressive community may be
indicated by the cluster at the bottom of the figure (Poliella through Achlysopsis) while
those organisms clustering in the middle (Chancia through Amecephalus) are found
primarily in the highstand systems tract.
Some small clusters are made up of trilobites from specific parts of the section. A
highstand community may be exemplified by the cluster of Athabaskia, Glossopleura,
and Amecephalus, while the transgressive community may be represented by the
Achlysopsis, Ptychoparella and Bathyuriscus cluster. Without the Naomi Peak Limestone
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units, the dendrograms simply show the transgressive and highstand communities (Figs.
11 and 12).
Principal Components Analysis.—When analyzing the case scores of objects
using PCA, an alternative method of biofacies grouping emerges. This is helpful for
comparison to the results of cluster analysis dendrograms. However, there can be a bit
more subjectivity as to where to draw the groupings. For example, when comparing
Figure 13 to its closest analog, Figure 6, one has to decide whether to bring C3B into the
group of C1 and C2, or to group it with C3T-C8. The temptation is to cluster it with its
fellow transgressive tracts as in the dendrogram. The same is true when only analyzing
trilobite genera (Fig. 14). The other option is that C3B is a stand-alone biofacies, which is
possible considering it includes the deepest potion of the section.
When the Naomi Peak Limestone units were removed in the cluster analysis
(Figs. 11 and 12) there was no effect on the clustering, yet, when removed in the PCA of
case scores there was a noticeable shift (Figs. 15 and 16). In this instance, the objects are
more spread out and the drawing of clusters is less intuitive, especially any potential
clusters among the transgressive tracts. The main problematic object is again C3B.
However, if the axes were used to help divide the groups, all the transgressive tracts fall
to the left of Axis 1, while the highstand tracts form another group to the right of the axis.
This is true both with all genera (Fig. 15) and with only trilobites (Fig. 16).
In the PCA scatter plots of variable loadings (Figs. 17-20) those with the highest
loadings are sometimes the variables that occur in the most sampling locations
throughout the section. Though the numbers of specimens for each genera collected were
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not recorded, one may say that the variables with the greatest effect on the data set are
those that are the most widely distributed stratigraphically. When all genera and all rock
units are analyzed, those genera with the highest loadings and the highest stratigraphic
distribution are Oryctocephalus, Bythicheilus, Glossopleura, Amecephalus, and
Athabaskia. Each of these genera occurs in at least seven different sampling locations
throughout the cycle. However, the genus found in the most sampling locations, Kootenia
with ten, is not among the variables with the highest loadings. This may be because it has
been found in sampling locations throughout the section at Antimony, while the others
are mainly restricted to either the upper or lower cycles.
The same logic does not necessarily hold when trilobites are removed (Fig. 18)
and also when the Naomi Peak Limestone units are removed (Figs. 19 and 20). For
example, in Figure 18 Paralbertella becomes a strong variable despite its rarity, and in
Figure 19 Alokistocarella and Hyolithes become strong though each only occur in a few
locations. There may not be a correlation between the ubiquity of a genus and its effect
on variation in the data set.
Miners Hollow Data
The graphical results of both PCA and cluster analyses indicate a difference in the
distribution of fauna relative to their positions within the sequence stratigraphy. In Qmode, those cycles and portions of cycles representing the transgressive systems tract
(TST) generally group more closely together than those representing the highstand
systems tract (HST). This was regardless of whether all fauna were analyzed or simply
trilobites. In most analyses, Cycles 1 and 2, and the bottom half of C3 formed one broad
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cluster (the transgressive biofacies), while upper C3 and lower C6 formed another,
usually within the broader cluster of Cycles 3T-7 (the highstand biofacies). This may in
part be an artifact of preferential collecting in upper 3 and lower 6; most of Paul
Jamison’s collections came from these two intervals. However, the same trend was
present in the results of Antimony Canyon collections.
In R-mode cluster analysis, communities of organisms revealed themselves to be
somewhat predictable based on their sampling locations; those organisms found
throughout the TST cycles formed separate communities with one another while those
found primarily in HST cycles formed a more broad community. As a reminder,
communities are limited associations of organisms that co-occur because of common
environmental tolerances. Meanwhile, biofacies are facies characterized by fossil content
without regard to rock type. One obvious community to be revealed in the analysis of all
taxa (Fig. 25) is that of Peronopsis and Ptychoparella. Individual organisms in both these
genera of trilobites are quite small and could easily be carried by currents to a deeper
water setting. In fact, Peronopsis, a genus of Agnostid trilobites, is generally thought to
be planktonic. Thus, the Peronopsis-Ptychoparella community may represent a deeperwater setting. This is fitting with the localities for which they are found; the two genera
are mainly found in the lower cycles (C1-C3), which represent the deeper-water portions
of the Spence Shale.
These two genera are just one small cluster within a greater one (Trace through
Orcytocephalites) that are primarily found in Cycle 3. Oryctocephalid trilobites are
thought to be indicative of deeper depositional environments (Palmer and Campbell,
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1976). Since Cycle 3 includes the deepest portion of the section, it is a reasonable
hypothesis that these organisms are representatives of a very deep shelf community;
perhaps more so than the transgressive community in general. The cluster eventually
joins the major lowermost major one, which is comprised of genera that mainly occur in
Cycles 3T-7 and likely represents a highstand community.
The remaining genera at the top of the dendrogram are least similar to the other
clusters. They form two separate communities; Articulated Brachiopods (abbreviated on
figure) through Oryctocara, which are only found in Cycle 1, and Ogygopsis through
Bathyuriscus, which are almost exclusively found in Cycle 2. Thus, instead of obvious
highstand and transgressive communities, there are separate communities for Cycles 1
and 2, another whose genera are mainly from Cycle 3, and finally what could be
considered a highstand community. This is somewhat unexpected given the previous
results, but when only trilobites are analyzed, the clusters are more in line with
predictions (Fig. 26). Additionally, when cycles are not split, communities more closely
track systems tracts (Figs. 27-28). This is because samples are more inclusive. For
example, in the bottom of cycle 1, a genus of oryctocephalid trilobite is found that is not
found in the top; when the cycle is considered as a whole, all the associated organisms
compose part of the TST.
In the PCA of case scores for Miners Hollow, the groupings appear similar to the
results of the cluster analysis. For example, Figure 29 suggests similar clusters to the
dendrogram of Figure 21, but this time C1B groups more closely with the highstand
tracts. This is not so different, because in the cluster analysis it is the least similar to the
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other transgressive tracts biofacies. However, the positions of C3T and C6 are somewhat
problematic. They cluster with the highstand tracts in Figure 21, but are outliers in the
scatter plot. Perhaps this reflects the higher proportion of genera found in these cycles.
When comparing Figures 22 and 30, a similar distribution exists among trilobite genera,
but again with C6 and C3T outlying and C1B closer to the highstand cycles.
When the cycles are not split (except for 3) the groupings in the scatter plots
(Figs. 31 and 32) are more similar to the dendrogram clusters (Figs. 23 and 24).
However, C3T and C6 are still outliers. This has become a common theme in the Miners
Hollow analyses; either those two objects cluster together in a dendrogram or they are
both distributed far from other objects in a scatter plot, perhaps due to extensive sampling
in these intervals by Paul Jamison. Another possibility is that these horizons are home to
many of the soft-bodied fauna of the Spence Shale.
In all PCA scatter plots of Miners Hollow variable loadings (Figs. 33-36),
Ptychoparella has a relatively high loading. However, it is not the genus that is found in
the most cycles, though it is found in many. It primarily occurs in the lower cycles and is
the most common of those genera only found in Cycles 1-3. Peronopsis, another common
trilobite genus, becomes the strongest variable when only trilobites are analyzed (Figs. 34
and 36).
Merged Data Sets – Localities Combined
Results of the analyses of the combined data sets for Antimony Canyon and
Miners Hollow were quite similar to the results of each set individually. In the Q-mode
cluster analyses (Figs. 37 and 38) the two main clusters of transgressive and highstand
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systems tracts match those from Antimony and Miners. In all three analyses, (Figures 7,
21 and 37, and their variations) Cycles 1-3B cluster together. Also, in most cases, C3T
grouped quite closely with either C6B or C6, depending on whether the cycles were split
or not.
In the R-mode cluster analysis 5 major clusters were obvious to the eye both with
all genera (Fig. 39) and with only trilobites (Fig. 40). The clusters, or communities, were
similar to those in previous R-mode analyses, with communities for Cycle 2, Cycle 1,
Cycle 6, Cycle 3 and another for all other cycles, subdivided into upper and lower
sections. It is within this last cluster that highstand and transgressive communities were
more obvious.
In the PCA of case scores (Figs. 41-42), groupings were similar to those in cluster
analysis, but with Cycle 3T as an outlier. C3B was also something of an outlier, grouping
more closely to the HST objects. In the PCA of variable loadings (Figs. 43-44) none of
the genera plotted so high as to have a major effect on the data set. Those with the highest
scores are described in the Results section.
Compared Data Sets – Localities Separate
The results of analyses of the separate data sets are generally consistent with the
hypothesis of observed faunal changes tracking sea level changes at the parasequence
level. In both types of Q-mode analysis (Figs. 45-46), those cycles of the transgressive
tracts clustered together, while those of the highstand tract clustered together.
Additionally, results of the cluster analysis seemed to agree with results of the PCA, with
AC3B and MC1B being the only apparent exceptions to the clustering generality. In the
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case of AC3B, this transgressive cycle did not cluster with its fellows in either the PCA
(it was an outlier in Fig. 49) or the cluster analysis (joining the lowermost highstand
cluster in Fig. 45).
One trend to emerge in this analysis is the grouping of localities with one another.
In general, those cycles from Antimony Canyon clustered with one another, while those
of Miners Hollow clustered among themselves. This is likely due to the difference in
water depth along the ramp from Antimony to Miners; Antimony is considered to be
shallower, while Miners is a deeper environment. Despite this separation, the pattern of
clustering of systems tracts was still obvious.
In the R-mode cluster analysis, a number of communities were revealed, with the
two major communities corresponding to the transgressive and highstand tracts. This was
especially true when only trilobites were analyzed (Fig. 48). In the analysis of all taxa,
those non-trilobites collected by Paul Jamison were partly responsible for the additional
communities (Fig. 47). It may be that excluding these somewhat problematic taxa will
give a truer representation of the communities present in the Spence shale. Additional
support is given to this idea in the scatter plots of variable loadings. In the analysis of all
taxa (Fig. 51), none of the highest-scoring variables were non-trilobites.
General Trends Among all Analyses
In most of the different analyses, a number of trends occurred over and over
again. Obviously the clustering of transgressive systems tracts and highstand systems
tracts biofacies and communities was consistent. Somewhat unexpected, though, were the
often close clustering of C3T and C6B, and the outlying positions these two occupied in
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the different scatter plots. One possible explanation for this is the intense collection in
these two layers by Paul Jamison. His preferential collections in these horizons is
understandable considering the soft-bodied preservation and exceptional fauna found
there.
Another possibility is that these positions in the cycle are somehow unique. In the
case of C3T, it is located just above the maximum flooding surface, and represents one of
the deepest portions of the entire sequence. Though numerous trilobite genera were
identified from C6B, a significant portion of collections were of soft-bodied fauna such
as Anomalocaris and Banffia. Thus, the isolation of C6B from the other cycles in PCA
analyses may be the result of a unique preservation conditions (low oxygenation, for
example (Garson et al., 2011)) in that part of the section. This would also likely account
for the community of organisms from cycle 6 present in all analyses involving Miners
Hollow, which is the only locality of Spence Shale at which the unique BST preservation
has been found.
Other communities that commonly occur outside the expected highstand and
transgressive groups are sometimes composed of the more unusual organisms like
Anomalocaris and the eocrinoid Gogia. These organisms are found in both C3T and C6B,
which generally form discrete communities either within the HST community, or joining
it just after the TST community. In general, there is a C3T community, a C6B
community, a community composed only of organisms from both C3T and C6B as well
as a smaller community composed of organisms occurring only in cycle 1. When
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analyzing only trilobite genera, these extra communities typically fit nicely within the
transgressive and highstand communities (Figs. 26, 28, 46).
Palmer and Campbell (1976) describe three distinct biofacies for the Lead Bell
(Spence) Shale: 1. A low-diversity, subtidal clastic and carbonate biofacies that
represents a setting landward of the carbonate platform margin; 2. A high-diversity,
oceanward platform margin biofacies; and 3. A lower-diversity, deep-shelf biofacies. The
settings and taxa described from these biofacies seem to correspond to what has been
described here as the Naomi Peak biofacies, and the highstand and transgressive
biofacies, respectively. The nomenclature of Palmer and Campbell (1976) refers to these
biofacies as the Albertella-Mexicella, Zacanthoidid and the Ogygospsis biofacies,
respectively. It is interesting to note that these designated biofacies and communities
correspond so well with those of this study considering Palmer and Campbell’s
biostratigraphy was developed without the aid of sequence stratigraphy.
However, as observed in the R-mode PCA, the most influential genera were not
consistent with those used in Palmer and Campbell (1976) to name biofacies. Thus, for
the purposes of this project, these biofacies are named according to those genera that
were found to be the most important (highest variable loadings) in their respective
communities: Paralbertella in the Naomi Peak (lowstand) community, Ptychoparella in
the transgressive community and Amecephalus in the highstand community (Figs. 53 and
54).
In other respects, the biofacies and communities are quite similar between both
this study and that of Palmer and Campbell (1976). For example, genera found in the
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TST (deepening shelf) include Ogygospsis, oryctocephalid and agnostid trilobites. These
are the characteristic taxa and environmental parameters of what Palmer and Campbell
(1976) would call the Ogygopsis biofacies. Additionally, the presence of the
Zacanthoides trilobite genus in the HST suggests a similarity to the depositional setting
described as the platform margin by Palmer and Campbell (1976).
Following logically from the biofacies assignments are the communities of
organisms found in the different environments and systems tracts of the Langston
Formation. One such community includes such genera as Ptychoparella and Peronopsis
may be called the trangressive community. Another, represented by such genera as
Zacanthoides, Athabaskia and Amecephalus, may be called the highstand community.
Finally, those genera of the Naomi Peak Limestone, including Paralbertella and
Ptarmigania, comprise the earliest TST community (Fig. 53).
Other than these three general communities observed throughout the analyses, a
few more specific communities may also be present. One, comprised of genera found
mainly in the upper part of cycle 3 and including such genera as Kochina and Chancia,
could be called the maximum-depth, or early highstand community. The prevalent cycle
1 community likely reflects the conditions unique to the onset of the transgressive
systems tract and should be considered the early transgressive community. Those genera
found exclusively in C3T and C6B at Miners Hollow represent exceptional preservation
conditions and reflect a unique ecological community, which may be called the softbodied community.
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FIGURE 53—Miners Hollow sequence stratigraphy with interpreted communities and
biofacies (left to right). Also included are Palmer and Campbell’s (1976) biofacies and
communities (far right).
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FIGURE 54—Sequence of sea level in the Middle Cambrian system as represented by
biofacies of the Spence Shale.
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CONCLUSIONS
As hypothesized, the biostratigraphy of the Spence Shale closely mirrors its
sequence stratigraphy (Liddell et al., 1997; Wright, 1999). The three systems tracts of the
third-order sequence of the Langston Formation each correspond to their own unique
biofacies, typified by a particular genus of trilobite. The lowstand systems tract is
represented by the Paralbertella biofacies, the transgressive systems tract is represented
by the Ptychoparella biofacies, and the highstand systems tract is represented by the
Amecephalus biofacies.
In addition to the relationship between biofacies and sequence stratigraphy, the
communities of the Spence Shale and underlying Naomi Peak Limestone also generally
tracked sequence stratigraphy, with more discrete communities representing different
phases of their respective systems tracts. From stratigraphic bottom to top the
communities of the Langston formation include the earliest transgressive community, the
early transgressive community, the transgressive community, the maximum depth (or
early highstand) community and the highstand community. A sixth may be tentatively
considered the soft-bodied community.
This study has been unique in that it quantifies the relationship between sequence
stratigraphy and biofacies. Previous studies have attempted to explore this relationship in
qualitative (e.g., Brett, 1998; Brett et al., 2009) as well as quantitative (Brett et al., 2007)
terms, though not yet for the Cambrian. It thus provides a template for future studies of
biostratigraphic-sequence stratigraphic relationships, especially in the early Paleozoic.
With this in mind, the next logical step for understanding this relationship would be to
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apply it to other Spence Shale localities, specifically Oneida Narrows where the sequence
architecture is muted due to its more distal ramp position. Identification of taxa
throughout the section there would ideally reveal similar trends to those observed at
Miners Hollow and Antimony Canyon, allowing for more precise mapping of
parasequences.
The fact that the Spence Shale is a Burgess Shale Type deposit speaks to the
broader significance of this study. At deposits where the taxa are well-documented and
share many commonalities with the Spence Shale, such as the Burgess Shale itself,
application of a similar study has the potential to reveal important information on the
sequence stratigraphy of such deposits. Conversely, if applied at deposits where the
sequence stratigraphy is well-documented, a better understanding of faunal distributions
and relationships is a potential outcome. Thus, this study marks an important first step in
quantifying the interrelationship between biostratigraphy and sequence stratigraphy in the
Cambrian system as well as getting a better control on Cambrian sea level.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A. Tables of collection data
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TABLE A.1—Antimony Canyon collection data
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TABLE A.2—Miners Hollow collection data; cycles split
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TABLE A.3—Miners Hollow collection data; only cycle 3 split
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TABLE A.4—Combined localities collection data; only cycle 3 split
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TABLE A.5—Compared localities collection data; cycles split
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TABLE A.6—Numbered genus list
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Appendix B. MVSP Analysis Data
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TABLE B.1—Antimony Canyon PCA; all taxa, all cycles.
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TABLE B.2—PCA Antimony Canyon; trilobites only, all cycles.
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TABLE B.3—PCA Antimony Canyon; all taxa, Naomi Peak cycles omitted.
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TABLE B.4—PCA Antimony Canyon; trilobites only, Naomi Peak cycles omitted.
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TABLE B.5—PCA Miners Hollow; all taxa, cycles split into tops and bottoms when
possible.
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TABLE B.6—PCA Miners Hollow; trilobites only, cycles split into tops and bottoms
when possible.
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TABLE B.7—PCA Miners Hollow; all taxa, cycle 3 split.
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TABLE B.8—PCA Miners Hollow; trilobites only, cycle 3 split.
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TABLE B.9—PCA of merged Miners Hollow and Antimony Canyon data; all taxa.
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TABLE B.10—PCA of merged Miners Hollow and Antimony Canyon data; trilobites
only.
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TABLE B.11—PCA of separate Miners Hollow and Antimony Canyon data sets; all
taxa.
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TABLE B.12—PCA of separate Miners Hollow and Antimony Canyon data sets;
trilobites only.
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Appendix C. Supplemental Figures and Data
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FIGURE C.1—Q-mode, family-level cluster analysis for compared Antimony Canyon
and Miners Hollow data sets.
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FIGURE C.2—R-mode, family-level cluster analysis for compared Antimony Canyon
and Miners Hollow data sets.
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FIGURE C.3—Family-level PCA for compared Antimony Canyon and Miners Hollow
data sets.
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FIGURE C.4—Family-level PCA for compared Antimony Canyon and Miners Hollow
data sets.
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TABLE C.1—Family-level PCA data for compared Antimony Canyon and Miners
Hollow data sets.
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FIGURE C.5—Q-mode cluster analysis for compared Antimony Canyon and Miners
Hollow data sets; non-trilobite taxa at genus level.
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FIGURE C.6—R-mode cluster analysis for compared Antimony Canyon and Miners
Hollow data sets; non-trilobite taxa at genus level.
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FIGURE C.7—PCA for compared Antimony Canyon and Miners Hollow data sets; nontrilobite taxa at genus level.
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FIGURE C.8—PCA for compared Antimony Canyon and Miners Hollow data sets; nontrilobite taxa at genus level.
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TABLE C.2—PCA data for compared Antimony Canyon and Miners Hollow data sets;
non-trilobite taxa at genus level.

